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HTML5 is revolutionizing the Web, and now it's coming to your ebook reader!
With the release of the EPUB 3 specification, HTML5 support is officially a part of
the EPUB standard, and publishers are able to take full advantage of HTML5's
rich feature set to add rich media and interactivity to their ebook content. HTML5
for Publishers gives an overview of some of the most exciting features HTML5
provides to ebook content creators--audio/video, geolocation, and the
Canvas--and shows how to put them in action. Learn how to: Intersperse
audio/video with textual content Create a graphing calculator to display algebraic
equations on the Canvas Use geolocation to customize a work of fiction with
details from the reader's locale Employ MathML to create an interactive equation
solver Make a coloring book using SVG and JavaScript
La biologie moléculaire est une discipline qui a bouleversé les sciences du
vivant. De nombreux laboratoires et équipes se tournent de plus en plus vers les
techniques d'analyse et de caractérisation d'acides nucléïques afin d'améliorer
leurs connaissances d'un mécanisme biologique particulier. L'objectif de cet
ouvrage, présenté sous forme de fiches, est, non pas de détailler des protocoles
ou des recettes toutes faites, mais d'expliquer simplement les principes
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théoriques de ces techniques biologiques. Ces fiches sont le fruit de réflexions
menées entre les chercheurs et la formation permanente de l'INRA. Elles ont été
conçues lors d'actions de formation en biologie moléculaire végétale. C'est
pourquoi un grand nombre d'exemples d'application sont tirés de cette discipline,
mais la compréhension des méthodes peut être facilement étendue à tous les
types d'organismes.
This book presents different patient-oriented perspectives from surgeons,
economic evaluation and management researchers, and business companies
active in the healthcare sector, striking a balance between the
appropriateness/effectiveness of treatment and efficiency/cost. It does not
include technical surgical details, but instead provides the necessary knowledge
regarding different groups of patients to help economic and management
researchers make accurate evaluations. Although partially based on the specific
case of abdominal wall surgery in the Italian health system, the book defines a
model that can, with the necessary adaptations, be applied in other national
contexts. It also analyzes different reimbursement systems and methods of data
collection. This approach supports the evolution from evidence-based medicine
(EBM) to the future of real-world data (big data analysis). Further, it highlights the
critical issue of “silos” reimbursement, which is the pillar of DRG, and proposes
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methodology to evaluate the direct and indirect benefit and costs of surgery (for
example quality of care, costs incurred in cases of surgical complications due to
the use of inappropriate, low-cost material or due to surgical procedure. It is a
valuable resource for clinicians, surgeons, policymakers and managers in the
field.
Portrays the migration of a Puerto Rican family from the countryside to the San
Juan ghetto and eventually to Spanish Harlem in New York City.
This comprehensive guide provides healthcare professionals with accessible
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). Presenting the evidence-base
for each treatment and providing clear advice about the effectiveness and safety
of CAM, this is an essential resource for all clinicians interested in alternative
therapies.
Presents core information on human embryology. The concise text and clear diagrams
help to explain complex processes and concepts, and key points boxes aid retention of
the most important facts. The science is linked to clinical medicine with clinical boxes.
Highlighting relevant medical conditions, and a glossary helps to demystify
embryological terms. Clear full colour diagrams and pictures make the embryological
concepts clear and easily assimilated. Clinical boxes make the the nub of what most
medical students need to know.
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Self-organization constitutes one of the most important theoretical debates in
contemporary life sciences. The present book explores the relevance of the concept of
self-organization and its impact on such scientific fields as: immunology,
neurosciences, ecology and theories of evolution. Historical aspects of the issue are
also broached. Intuitions relative to self-organization can be found in the works of such
key western philosophical figures as Aristotle, Leibniz and Kant. Interacting with more
recent authors and cybernetics, self-organization represents a notion in keeping with
the modern world's discovery of radical complexity. The themes of teleology and
emergence are analyzed by philosophers of sciences with regards to the issues of
modelization and scientific explanation. The implications of self-organization for life
sciences are here approached from an interdisciplinary angle, revealing the notion as
already rewarding and full of promise for the future.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 28th International Conference on
Case-Based Reasoning Research and Development, ICCBR 2020, held in Salamanca,
Spain*, in June 2020. The 20 full papers and 2 short papers presented in this book
were carefully reviewed and selected from 64 submissions. The theme of ICCBR 2020,
"CBR Across Bridges" was highlighted by several activities. These papers, which are
included in the proceedings, address many themes related to the theory and application
of case-based reasoning and its future direction. *The conference was held virtually due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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The book aims to provide an introduction to mathematical models that describe the
dynamics of tumor growth and the evolution of tumor cells. It can be used as a textbook
for advanced undergraduate or graduate courses, and also serves as a reference book
for researchers. The book has a strong evolutionary component and reflects the
viewpoint that cancer can be understood rationally through a combination of
mathematical and biological tools. It can be used both by mathematicians and
biologists. Mathematically, the book starts with relatively simple ordinary differential
equation models, and subsequently explores more complex stochastic and spatial
models. Biologically, the book starts with explorations of the basic dynamics of tumor
growth, including competitive interactions among cells, and subsequently moves on to
the evolutionary dynamics of cancer cells, including scenarios of cancer initiation,
progression, and treatment. The book finishes with a discussion of advanced topics,
which describe how some of the mathematical concepts can be used to gain insights
into a variety of questions, such as epigenetics, telomeres, gene therapy, and social
interactions of cancer cells. Contents:Teaching GuideCancer and Somatic
EvolutionMathematical Modeling of TumorigenesisBasic Growth Dynamics and
Deterministic Models:Single Species GrowthTwo-Species Competition
DynamicsCompetition Between Genetically Stable and Unstable CellsChromosomal
Instability and Tumor GrowthAngiogenesis Inhibitors, Promoters, and Spatial
GrowthEvolutionary Dynamics and Stochastic Models:Evolutionary Dynamics of Tumor
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Initiation Through Oncogenes: The Gain-of-Function ModelEvolutionary Dynamics of
Tumor Initiation Through Tumor-Suppressor Genes: The Loss-of-Function Model and
Stochastic TunnelingMicrosatellite and Chromosomal Instability in Sporadic and
Familial Colorectal CancersEvolutionary Dynamics in Hierarchical PopulationsSpatial
Evolutionary Dynamics of Tumor InitiationComplex Tumor Dynamics in
SpaceStochastic Modeling of Cellular Growth, Treatment, and Resistance
GenerationEvolutionary Dynamics of Drug Resistance in Chronic Myeloid
LeukemiaAdvanced Topics:Evolutionary Dynamics of Stem-Cell Driven Tumor
GrowthTumor Growth Kinetics and Disease ProgressionEpigenetic Changes and the
Rate of DNA MethylationTelomeres and Cancer ProtectionGene Therapy and Oncolytic
Virus TherapyImmune Responses, Tumor Growth, and TherapiesTowards Higher
Complexities: Social Interactions Readership: Researchers in mathematical biology,
mathematical modeling, biology, mathematical oncology. Keywords:Mathematical
Oncology;Dynamics;Evolution;Evolutionary Dynamics;Cancer;Mathematical
Models;Somatic Evolution;TeachingKey Features:Both a reference book for the topic,
and provides material for undergraduate and graduate coursesTries to bridge the divide
between mathematicians and biologists, which is also reflected in the backgrounds of
the two authorsShows how mathematical concepts can be translated into
experimentally and clinically useful insightsRooted in evolutionary biology, the book
handles this very complex phenomenon in an intuitive and mathematically elegant
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wayContains problems and research projects for each topic10 pages of figures in color
This edition of the World Bank has been revised and expanded by the Terminology Unit
in the Languages Services Division of the World Bank in collaboration with the English,
Spanish, and French Translation Sections. The Glossary is intended to assist the
Bank's translators and interpreters, other Bank staff using French and Spanish in their
work, and free-lance translator's and interpreters employed by the Bank. For this
reason, the Glossary contains not only financial and economic terminology and terms
relating to the Bank's procedures and practices, but also terms that frequently occur in
Bank documents, and others for which the Bank has a preferred equivalent. Although
many of these terms, relating to such fields as agriculture, education, energy, housing,
law, technology, and transportation, could be found in other sources, they have been
assembled here for ease of reference. A list of acronyms occurring frequently in Bank
texts (the terms to which they refer being found in the Glossary) and a list of
international, regional, and national organizations will be found at the end of the
Glossary.
Atlas of Cell BiologyLittle, Brown Medical DivisionThe World Bank GlossaryEnglish-Spanish,
Spanish-EnglishWashington, D.C. : World Bank
The book Irrigation Systems and Practices in Challenging Environments is divided into two
interesting sections, with the first section titled Agricultural Water Productivity in Stressed
Environments, which consists of nine chapters technically crafted by experts in their own right
in their fields of expertise. Topics range from effects of irrigation on the physiology of plants,
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deficit irrigation practices and the genetic manipulation, to creating drought tolerant variety and
a host of interesting topics to cater for the those interested in the plant water soil atmosphere
relationships and agronomic practices relevant in many challenging environments, more so
with the onslaught of global warming, climate change and the accompanying agrometeorological impacts. The second section, with eight chapters, deals with systems of
irrigation practices around the world, covering different climate zones apart from showing
casing practices for sustainable irrigation practices and more efficient ways of conveying
irrigation waters - the life blood of agriculture, undoubtedly the most important sector in the
world.
Doing Pragmatics achieved success through its unparalleled capacity to render pragmatics
truly accessible to students. Embracing the comprehensive and engaging style which
characterised the previous editions, the third edition is fully revised and expanded. Grundy
consolidates the strengths of the original version, reinforcing its unique combination of theory
and practice with new theory, exercises and up-to-date, real data and examples. New chapters
include pragmatic inference and language evolution, and intercultural pragmatics. Doing
Pragmatics is designed for pragmatics courses both at an introductory and a more advanced
level. It extends beyond theory to promote an applied understanding of empirical data and to
provide students with the opportunity to 'do' pragmatics themselves, providing the ideal
foundation for all those studying linguistics and ELT.
A proposal by two eminent biological scientists for a mechanism whereby mind becomes
manifest from the operations of brain tissue.
Industrial Biorefineries and White Biotechnology provides a comprehensive look at the
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increasing focus on developing the processes and technologies needed for the conversion of
biomass to liquid and gaseous fuels and chemicals, in particular, the development of low-cost
technologies. During the last 3-4 years, there have been scientific and technological
developments in the area; this book represents the most updated information and
technological perspective on the topic. Provides information on the most advanced and
innovative pretreatment processes and technologies for biomass Covers information on
lignocellulosic and algal biomass to work on the principles of biorefinery Provides information
on integration of processes for the pretreatment of biomass Designed as a textbook for both
graduate students and researchers
This journal features: 6 x 9" size - big enough for your writing and small enough to take with
you 120 cornell note lined pages smooth cream-color paper, perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils
or colored pencils a matte-finish cover for an elegant and professional look soft paperback
which feels valueable Journals to Write In offers a wide variety of journals, so keep one by your
bedside as a dream journal, one in your car to record mileage and expenses, one by your
computer for login names and passwords and one in your purse or backpack to jot down
random thoughts and inspirations throughout the day. Paper journals never need to be
charged and no batteries are required, you only need your thoughts and something to write
with. This journal can be used for writing poetry, jotting down your best ideas, recording your
accomplishments, and more. Use it as a diary or gratitude journal, a travel journal or to record
your food intake or progress toward your fitness goals. The simple lined pages allow you to
use it however you wish. These journals also make awesome gifts, so put a smile on
someone's face today!
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The new edition of Adverse Drug Reactions in dentistry updates and addresses many of the
advances made in this area since publication of the very well received first edition, seven years
ago. In particular, the authors have extensively revised the section on adverse drug reactions
affectingthe mouth and associated structures, to reflect increased drug usage in the
population. There are two completely new chapters - on the problems of drug abuse and
dentistry, and on the adverse effects of both nitrous oxide and of mercury on the dental
surgeon and other staff.From reviews of the first edition ....this book has a great deal on the
plus side...the tables in the Appendix are excellent...This book will be of considerable value to
dental undergraduates and a useful reference for all dental surgeons.British Journal of Oral
and Maxillofacial SurgeryFor the dental surgeon, this book tackles drug reaction in a practical
and informative way...it will appeal and have practical application for the busy general
practitioner, the hospital clinician and the postgraduate student....there are abundant well
researched references...this publication ishighly recommended.Dental Practice
Growing from tiny tadpoles to massive master jumpers, frogs and their life cycles are
fascinating. How far can frogs jump? Why do their eggs look slimy? Answer these questions
and many more in this illustrated introduction to amphibians. With her signature bright, welllabeled diagrams and simple text, Gail Gibbons introduces the habitat and life cycles of frogs
and gives an overview of common frog behaviors. Important biology vocabulary is introduced,
defined, and reinforced with kid-friendly language and clear illustrations--plus a page of
intriguing frog trivia and clear diagrams that show how frogs are different from toads. Bonus
material is included about the unique role frogs play in the environment.
This book is devoted to Agroecological Crop Protection, which is the declension of the
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principles of agroecology to crop protection. It presents the concepts of this innovative
approach, case studies and lessons and generic keys for agroecological transition. The book is
intended for a wide audience, including scientists, experimenters, teachers, farmers, students.
It represents a new tool, proposing concrete keys of action on the basis of feedbacks validated
scientifically. Beyond the examples presented, it is therefore of general scope and proposes
recommendations for all temperate and tropical cropping systems. It contributes to the training
and teaching modules in this field and it is an updated information support for professionals
and a teaching aid for students (agronomy, crop protection, biodiversity management,
agroecology).
Gain fast, easy visual access to the problems most often encountered in practice! This
resource combines hundreds of exquisite Netter images – including several new paintings
created especially for this book - with concise summaries of the most current medical thinking
on common diseases/conditions, diagnostics, treatments, and protocols - for a single easy-touse quick-reference guide. Instructive and memorable Netter plates provide a rich visual
understanding of every concept. The result is a superb source for ongoing clinical reference as
well as patient and staff education. Offers quick access to expert medical thinking on common
diseases/conditions, diagnostics, treatments, and protocols. Presents more than 500 exquisite
illustrated plates by master illustrator Frank H. Netter and other artists working in the Netter
tradition to enhance your understanding of the material. Presents nearly 40 new chapters,
many expanded chapters, and several new images to reflect the state of internal medicine
today—including increasingly common issues like bariatric surgery and posttraumatic stress
syndrome. Offers more tables and algorithms for enhanced “at-a-glance guidance. Features
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annotated citations for additional resources, including websites and other key sources for
practice guidelines and patient education and support. Presents annotated evidence from key
studies that have shaped the current standard of care.

The gratifying response to Counterexamples in analysis (CEA) was followed,
when the book went out of print, by expressions of dismay from those who were
unable to acquire it. The connection of the present volume with CEA is clear,
although the sights here are set higher. In the quarter-century since the
appearance of CEA, mathematical education has taken some large steps
reflected in both the undergraduate and graduate curricula. What was once taken
as very new, remote, or arcane is now a well-established part of mathematical
study and discourse. Consequently the approach here is designed to match the
observed progress. The contents are intended to provide graduate and ad
vanced undergraduate students as well as the general mathematical public with a
modern treatment of some theorems and examples that constitute a rounding out
and elaboration of the standard parts of algebra, analysis, geometry, logic,
probability, set theory, and topology. The items included are presented in the
spirit of a conversation among mathematicians who know the language but are
interested in some of the ramifications of the subjects with which they routinely
deal. Although such an approach might be construed as demanding, there is an
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extensive GLOSSARY jlNDEX where all but the most familiar notions are clearly
defined and explained. The object ofthe body of the text is more to enhance what
the reader already knows than to review definitions and notations that have
become part of every mathematician's working context.
Useful for exam preparation, this text presents biochemistry that is relevant to
medical students in a highly graphical style with the minimum of text.
Now over 70,000 copies sold! This comprehensively revised edition of Clinical
Biochemistry offers essential reading for today’s students of medicine and other
health science disciplines – indeed, anyone who requires a concise, practical
introduction to the subject. Topics are clearly presented in a series of doublepage ‘learning units’, each covering a particular aspect of clinical biochemistry.
Four sections provide a core grounding in the subject: Introducing clinical
biochemistry gives an insight into how modern hospital laboratories work, and
includes an entirely new series of learning units on the interpretation of test
results Core biochemistry covers the bulk of routine analyses, and their relevance
to the clinical setting Endocrinology provides an overview of endocrine
investigations as well as a practical approach to thyroid, adrenal, pituitary and
gonadal function testing Specialised investigations embraces an assortment of
other topics that students may encounter This edition represents the most radical
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revision of the book to date. Every learning unit has been examined and updated
to reflect current developments and clinical best practice. Entirely new material
includes a series of learning units on interpretation and analytical aspects of
clinical biochemistry. Coverage of fluid biochemistry is now more comprehensive.
New "Want to know more?" links throughout the book point readers to relevant
further information. (Printed version) now includes the complete eBook version
for the first time – downloadable for anytime access and enhanced with new,
interactive multiple choice questions for each section, to test your understanding
and aid exam preparation
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
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